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Knowing is LHIVing
 
Knowing if you have HIV gives you the power to seek treatment.

Knowing if you have HIV slows the progression of the virus and 
keeps you healthy.

Knowing if you have HIV reduces the risk of passing the virus to 
your sexual partners.

Knowing it is 
getting the HIV Test
Rapid HIV test. Anonymous, Free and Confidential.
Request an appointment:

        93 727 19 00              619 77 86 56            ProvaVIH                   

         prova@actuavalles.org                          Actuavalles

www.pruebadevihda.com 

Choose LHIVing: 
take the test

Subsidized by:



LHIVe peacefully:
get tested
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Be brave;
figure it out
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One test.
Two LHIVes
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